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ABS'l'RACT 

One of the primary distinctions among parabolic cylinder 
solar collectors is the focal length of the reflector. For 
a given collector width, this focal length is directly re-
lated to the rim angle. Previous studies have used dif~erent 
criteria to optimize collector designs. This study considers 
in detail the effects of varying the receiver design with 
focal length. As the rim angle is decreased, an increasing 
portion of the receiver and its envelope receives little 
or no reflected solar flux, and this portion may be designed 
to minimize thermal losses. The result is a design which 
is not symmetric about the receiver axis. The purpose of 
this analysis is to examine the performance of such an 
asymmetric receiver design and to determine the optimum 
rim angle. 

The results of the·study show that, for the receiver con-
figuration and operational conditions described, the optimum 
receiver has a 90° rim angle. The impact of varying a number 
of design parameters is also evaluated. 
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DESIGN ANALYSIS OF ASYMMETRIC SOL,\R RECEIVERS 

I. Introduction .• 
'•' 

The effective utilization of thermal energy derived from incident sunlight 
often requires that the solar energy be collected at temperatures which can 
be achieved only with some degree of concentration. One such concept is the 
Solar Total Energy Program which has been previously described [l-3].* For 
that system, the solar energy must be collected at a temperature high enough 
to operate an organic fluid Rankine turbine for ~he generation of electricity, 
and the parabolic cylinder solar collector design has been selected as the 
most appropriate. 

A parabolic cylinder solar collector consists of a parabolic cylinder 
reflector which focuses the insolation onto a receiver tube where the energy 
is absorbed in a working fluid. Hassan and El-Refaie [4] present a theoretical 
study of the performance of a parabolic cylinder reflector as a function of 
focal length but do not consider the design of a receiver to collect the 
concentrated energy. The analytical and experimental work of Lof, Fester, 
and Duffie [SJ is an example of other characterizations of the performance 
of focusing solar collectors with tubular receivers. 

Calculations have shown that the performance of tubular receivers can 
be improved substantially by placing the.receiver inside a transparent envelope 
to reduce both the convection and radiation losses. Pope and Schimmel [6] 
provide an analysis which includes the consideration of the convective/radiative 
energy exchange between a receiver and its envelope, the effect of silvering 
the envelope to reduce radiative losses, and the effect of transmission through 
the envelope. Their analysis, however, is one-dimensional and as s~ch does 
not include consideration of the window in the silvered envelope. 

One of the primary distinctions among parabolic cylinder solar collectors 
is the focal length of the reflector. For a fixed aperture, i.e., the distance 
from one edge of the parabolic reflector to the other, this focal length is 
directly related to the rim angle as shown in Figure 1. The basic objective 
of the present study is to determine the rim angle (focal length) for optimum 
performance. The performance can be characterized by the collector efficiency, 
defined as the fraction of solar energy intercepted by the collector which is 
delivered to the working fluid. 

*Numbers in brackets refer to similarly numbered entries in the list of 
references. 
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Figure 1. Parabolic cylinder solar collector 

Some of the losses are independent of the receiver configuration. The 
incident radiation is attenuated by the specular reflectivity of the.reflector 
surface, the transmissivity of the envelope, and the absorptivity of the 
receiver surface. Once the energy is absorbed by the receiver, there are 
additional thermal losses which can be affected by the receiver design. 

Previous efforts to select an optimum rim angle have considered receivers 
which are symmetrical about their axes. One-study [7], which optimizes the rim 
angle to minimize the effects of reflector aberrations, suggests that rim angles 
of 115° are best. The computer model developed in another study [8] was used 
to evaluate receivers whose diameters had been determined by the maximum distance 
from the reflector surface to the focal line. These calculations indicated 
that a rim angle of 90° gives better performance due to the smaller receiver 
diameter. 

Symmetrical receivers are designed as if the solar input were to come 
from all directions onto the entire receiver surface. In some collector con-
figurations an angular segment of the receiver and its envelope is not. illumi-
nated appreciably by the reflected solar flux. These surfaces do, however, 
participate in the mechanisms by which heat is lost from the receiver, and 
the performance could be improved by reducing these thermal losses by means 
of such techniques as reflectively coating the inside surface of the envelope 
and insulating the outside surface. The result is a design which is no longer 
symmetrical about the axis. The extent to which such thermal protection may 
be placed on the envelope increases with smaller rim angles. 



Preliminary calculation~ indicated that it is possible to offset the 
deleterious thermal effect of increasing receiver size with smaller rim angles 
by going to asymmetric designs which include insulation and silvering on the 
unilluminated portion of the envelope. The purpose of this analysis is, then, 
to determine the extent to which insulation and a reflective coating can be 
included in the receiver design for various rim angles, to examine the compara-
tive performance of such asymmetric receivers for which the collector width 
is held constant, and to select the optimum rim angle on this basis. 

II. Analysis 

Thermal Model 

To represent the two-dimensional heat transfer problem, a computer program 
has been developed which constructs a nodal network which models a cross-section 
of the receiver. The computer program accepts input data which describes the 
receiver to be analyzed, determines the appropriate data for the numerical 
representations, and executes a solution utilizing CINDA-JG [9], a general 
purpose heat transfer code. 

The generic description of the nodal model of the receiver is shown in 
Figure 2. The model represents one half of the receiver which is synmetrical 
about the line from the vertex of the parabolic cylinder reflector to the 
focus which is coincident with the center of the receiver. The nodes are 
defined by dividing the half-section into eight equal segments. Each of the 
nodes which represents a part of the mass (i.e., a diffusion node) is numbered 
in Figure 2. In addition there are surface nodes on the inside and outside 
surfaces of the receiver, the inside surface of the envelope and the outside 
surface of the insulation. 

The inside surface of the receiver transfers heat to the working fluid 
by convection, The fluid is assumed to be at a uniform temperature. The 
outside surface of the receiver accepts the solar input, the intensity and 
distribution of which are .discussed below. The receiver exchanges energy 
with the envelope by radiation and conduction. The radiation heat transfer 
is treated by a radiosity network solution which requires the emissivity of 
each surface node and the shape factors which characterize the geometrical 
configuration. Convection across the annulus between the receiver and envelope 
can be made negligibly small by selecting a sufficiently small spacing. At 
the temperatures expected in these solar collectors, an air gap of 0.25 in. 
satisfies the criterion and is included in each of the designs. Furthermore, 
most candidate receiver coatings require a controlled atmosphere for long life; 
and a partial vacuum may be maintained in the gap, also. inhibiting convection. 
However, since a relatively hard vacuum is required to prevent conduction heat 
transfer, it is assumed that the conduction mode is active. Further considera-
tion of these heat transfer mechanisms is suggested as a possible extension of 
this study. 
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Figure 2. General nodal network 

The computer program includes the logic necessary to model the in,ulation 
layer over a specified number of segments, counting from the top. Since these 
nodes may or may not be present physically, their numbers are shown in paren-
theses in Figure 2, The model assumes that the outermost surface, whether 
insulation or envelope, loses heat by convection to air and by radiation to 
the environment. 

Input Data 

The thermal model described above must be supplied with input data to 
describe the receiver and its operation. The number of possible combinations 
of these data approaches infinity. Therefore, it is the purpose of this section 
to collect a set of meaningful input values to serve as a baseline for the 

analysis. The impact of parametric variation from this baseline is discussed 
in a later section. 



Although solar energy cannot be regarded as a new idea, good thermophysical 
property data for engineering materials and surfaces which might be used in 
mass-produced solar collectors are not plentiful. Also the techniques for 
measuring these properties and reporting the data have not been standardized. 
Sandia Laboratories, along with others, is endeavoring to provide reliable 
data, particularly for the optical properties, for such materials. The proper-
ties data for this study have been selected from measurements .taken on presently 
available materials and coatings. 

The receiver surface is critical to the performance of the solar collector 
because it both absorbs the insolation and radiates heat away from the receiver, 
which is one of the primary loss mechanisms. Therefore, it is important that 
the receiver surface absorb as completely as possible the short wavelength 
radiation while concurrently emitting little energy as longer wavelength infrared 
radiation. Several surfaces which exhibit such behavior are being evaluated, 
and a sizable portion of current solar energy research is committed to the 
effort to provide long-lived surfaces with increased absorptivity in the visible 
and reduced emissivity in the infrared. 

Baseline data values for these and other optical properties are given in 
Table 1. To this point in the study these data have been taken as constants 
even though the computer program is capable of treating the properties as 
functions of temperature. Data for the thermal conductivities of the various 
materials have been selected from those provided by Kreith [10]. For this 
analysis the receiver is assumed to be steel, the gas inside the envelope to 

Table 1. Baselin~ Input Data 

Temperature of the working fluid 
Temperature of the ambient air 
Temperature of the environment 

Receiver surface absorptivity (visible) 
Receiver surface emissivity (infrared) 
Reflector reflectivity 
Envelope transmissivity (visible) 
Envelope emissivity 
Envelope emissivity with silvering 
Insulation surface emissivity 

Convection heat transfer coefficient 
for air 

Convection heat transfer coefficient 
for working fluid 

Normal solar insolation 

600°F 
77°F 
77°F 

0.90 
0.30 
0.78 
0.90 
0.90 
0.20 
0.20 

3.44 Btu/ft2-hr-F 

Btu/ft 2-hr-F 
Btu/ft 2-hr 

164 
318 
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have the properties of air, the envelope to be window glass, and the insulation 
to be equivalent to Kreith's entry called "molded pipe covering." 

Previous considerations have led to the selection of 600°F as the working 
temperature of the collector fluid for the Solar Total Energy Project at Sandia 
Laboratories. With this temperature, preliminary heat balance calculations 
have established that radiation loss is a weak function of the radiation sink 
temperature, and 77°F is the baseline ambient temperature for both the radiation 
loss and the convective loss to the environment. 

Since the temperature of the working fluid is 600°F, the emissivity chosen 
for the receiver surface is based on that temperature. Specifically, the 
receiver surface properties are those measured for a black nickel coating. 
The reflectivity is that quoted by the manufacturer for Alzac* aluminum, which 
is available in sheet form and which has been proposed as a suitable reflector 
material. The optical properties of the envelope are characteristic of Corning 
Glass Works Code 7052 glass. The emissivities of the envelope silvering and 
the outer surface of the insulation are easily obtained with current techniques. 

The convection heat transfer coefficient for the outermost surface is 
determined for air flowing at 5 miles per hour normal to a heated tube. To 
maximize the heat transfer to the working fluid, turbulent flow is maintained 
in the receiver. The film coefficient inside the receiver is characteristic 
of Therminol-66t flowing at 2.5 feet per second. 

A maximum solar insolation characteristic of Albuquerque, New Mexico, is 
318 Btu/ft2-hr. This is the flux taken normal to the incoming radiation. The 
present study considers the performance of the solar collectors operating at 
a steady state with this maximum input; and efficiencies, or other performance 
data, must be adjusted before they can be used to predict system performance· 
under other conditions. 

The radiation heat transfer from the receiver to the envelope is analyzed 
as a radiosity network of the eight receiver surface nodes and eight envelope 
surface nodes. Such a solution requires the emissivity and area of each of 
the participating surfaces and the matrix of shape factors, i.e., the fractions 
of energy emitted by each of the surfaces which are intercepted by each of 
the surfaces. In general, the shape factor matrix for the present problem is 
a 16x16 matrix. However, with the areas of the surfaces and the reciprocity 
relation between areas and shape factors, half the matrix can be uniquely 
determined from the other half, so that only half the shape factor matrix 
plus the principal diagonal is required to specify the problem. The receiver 
surface is convex so that none of the nodes can radiate to itself or to another 
receiver node. If it is assumed that, because the envelope surface nodes are 

* Registered trademark of Aluminum Company of America. 

tRegistered trademark of Monsanto Chemical Corporation. 



nearly uniform in temperature, there is negligible heat transfer by radiation 
among them and if the fact that each envelope surface node can see itself is 
ignored, the corresponding shape factors may be taken as zero. Therefore, only 
an 8x8 section of the 16x16 matrix need be specified, all other elements being 
either zero or calculable. The required shape factors then are those related 
to the radiation of the receiver nodes to the envelope nodes. 

To develop these shape factors it is assumed that each surface node on 
the receiver radiates only to five nodes centered directly opposite on the 
envelope. For example, Node 4 in Figure 2 radiates only to Nodes 18-22. 
Since all energy radiated by the receiver node must be intercepted by the 
five envelope nodes, the sum of the five shape factors must be one. For 
those nodes near the plane of symmetry, that boundary of the problem appears 
as a perfect mirror, and the shape factors must account for the fact that, 
as an example, Node 9 radiates to Node 18 directly and by reflection from the 
adiabatic boundary. The shape factors relative to the nodes as shown in Figure 
2 are given in Table 2. 

Table 2. Radiative Shape Factors 

Node ll 18 19 21 22 23 24 

9 .55 .34 .11 0 0 0 0 0 

10 .34 .32 .23 .11 0 0 0 0 

11 .11 .23 .32 .23 .11 0 0 0 

12 0 .11 .23 .32 .23 .11 0 0 

13 0 0 .11 .23 .32 .23 .11 0 

14 0 0 0 .11 .23 .32 .23 .11 

15 0 0 0 0 .11 .23 .32 .34 

16 0 0 0 0 0 .11 .34 .55 

The required receiver diameter for each focal length is determined by the 
maximum distance from the reflector surface to the focal line, i.e., the dis-
tance from the edge of the reflector to the centerline of the receiver. Since 
the sun subtends an angle of 32 minutes and if it is assumed that the mirror 
slope error is ±15' and the tracking error is ±15', the receiver must be sized 
to subtend at least 92' in order to intercept the somewhat divergent reflected 
solar flux. A study by Edwards, et al. [ll], concludes that the incident 
angle of solar radiation should be less than 60° from the normal to the receiver 
surface for effective absorption. Therefore the receiver tube diameter is given 
by 

D _ 2r sin(92'/2) 
sin 60° 

(1) 
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where r is the distance from the reflector lip to the receiver centerline. For 
parabolic cylinders the distance from the focal line to the edge is given by 

w r = ----
2 sin Ar 

(2) 

where Wis the width of the collector and Ar is the receiver rim angle. 

With Equations 1 and 2 the outside diameters of four receivers, with rim 
angles of 115°, 90°, 70°, and 45°, have been determined. For each of these 
it has been assumed that (1) the receiver wall thickness is 0.0625 in., (2) 
there is a 0.25 in. gap between the receiver and envelope, (3) the glass 
envelope is 0.125 in. thick, and (4) the outside insulation, where it is 
included, is 0.5 in. thick. The data required to input these designs to 
the computer program are given in Table 3. 

Table 3. Design Data for Receivers 

Rim Angle 115° 90° 70° 45° 

Receiver Diameter 1.841 1.669 1. 776 2.359 

Rl .858 . 772 .825 1.117 

R2 .921 .835 .888 1.180 

R3 1.171 1.084 1.138 1.430 

R4 1.296 1.209 1.263 1.555 

R5 1. 796 i.709 1.763 2.055 

Window Angle 158° 132° 112° 91 °· 

Segments of silvering 
and insulation 1 2 3 4 

Because of the divergence of the reflected light rays, the receiver is 
illuminated over an angle greater than the rim angle. As described above, 
each receiver is sized such that it may be illuminated as much as 60° more 
than the rim angle. However, even for rim angles as large as 115°, not all 
of the envelope receives reflected •insolation. This analysis considers the 
performance of receiver designs which employ silvering on the inside surface 
and insulation on the outside surface of the envelope to minimize thermal 
losses through the unilluminated part of the envelope. 

rhe size of the window through the envelope may be determined using Figure 
3. The angle AFE is the rim angle, and the point Bis the uppermost point 



Outside Surface of Receiver 
Inside Surface of Envelope 

Figure 3. Determination of window angle 

E 

which receives illumination. Constructing through Ba line parallel to FE 
gives the point D which is approximately the boundary of the illuminated part 
of the envelope. (To be exact, the lines FE and BD meet at the reflector edge 
and diverge with an angle of 46' betweeq them.) The angle AFD subtended by 
the window, Aw, is then given-by 

(3) 

Because the thermal model is a nodal network to be solved numerically, the 
thermal protection may be considered only as covering an integer number of 
segments. The window angles determined from Equation 3 for receivers with 
rim angles of 115°, 90°, 70°, and 45° allow silvering and insulation very 
nearly over 1, 2, 3, and 4 segments, respectively. 

The heat input to the rec.eiver must be determined for each segment in 
each design. A study is underway at Sandia Laboratories to develop a ray-
tracing, Monte Carlo technique to calculate these heat flux distributions. 
For the present analysis it is assumed that each segment within the rim angle 
is fully exposed and it is given a scale factor of 1.0, while the next three 
~egments are partially illuminated and are given scale factors of 0.8, 0.4, 
and 0.1 sequentially. The heat i?put is then distributed among the eight 
segments according to the scale factors. 
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The thermal model represents one half of the receiver and the incident 
radiation is attenuated by the reflectivity of the reflector, the transmissivity 
of the envelope, and the_absorptivity of the receiver surface. Therefore, 
the solar input to the receiver in a collector 9.0 ft wide is 1.257 Btu/min 
per inch of length for the baseline conditions presented in Table 1. This heat 
input also must be reduced to account for the receiver's shading the reflector. 
The resulting heat input distributions are shown in Table 4 for the four cases. 

Table 4. Heat Input Distributions 

Node No. 115° 90° 70° 45° 

1 .0199 0 0 0 

2 .0773 .0235 0 0 

3 .155 .0927 .0290 0 

4 .194 .185 .113 .0370 

5 .194. .231 .226 .145 

6 .194 .231 .283 .292 

7 .194 .231 .283 .366 

8 .194 .231 .283 .366 

III. Results and Conclusions 

Optimum Rim Angle for Baseline Input 

The computer model has been run for each of the four receiver designs 
for the baseline conditions, and the results are shown in Table 5. The heat 
transfer rates are given per inch of length in the axial direction. The heat 
ratio is the ratio of the heat transferred to the working fluid to the heat 
absorbed at the receiver surface. The collector efficiency is the ratio of 
the heat transferred to the working fluid to the insolation intercepted by 
the collector. The data show that for a given collector width intermediate 
rim angles give better performance for the baseline conditions than either 
large or small rim angles. Further discussion is deferred until some data 
other than the baseline have been considered. The present analysis has been 
compared to a previous treatment [8] by considering a coomon problem. The 
problem chosen for the comparison is the 115° rim angle case presented above, 
with two exceptions. Because Edenburn's analysis is one-dimensional and 
cannot consider an outer layer of insulation, the insulation is deleted 
completely, and the radii of the various components of the receiver were 



Table 5. Results for Baseline Conditions 

115° 90° 70° 45° 

Heat to Receiver (Btu/min) 1.224 1.225 1.216 1.206 

Heat to Fluid (Btu/min) .900 .943 .938 .882 

Convection Loss (Btu/min) .236 .205 .206 .245 

Radiation Loss (Btu/min) .089 .077 .072 .078 

Heat Ratio (%) 73.52 76.98 77.14 73.18 

Collector Efficiency (%) 45.27 47.45 47.20 43.40 

modified slightly to utilize a standard pipe size for the receiver tube. The 
results of the comparison are shown.in Figure 4 as a function of the emissivity 
of the receiver surface; the two models shown excellent agreement. A listing 
of the program for the 90° rim angle case at baseline conditions is shown in 
the Appendix. 

>, u 
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Figure 4. Collector performance as a function of 
the emissivity of the receiver surface 

One of the most active areas of solar energy research is the effort to 
reduce the emittance of the receiver surface while maintaining a high solar 
absorptance. The performance of each of the receiver designs was examined 
over the full range of possible emissivity values, holding all other parameters 
4t the baseline values. Table 6 shows the resulting collector efficiencies, 
and the preference for intermediat~ focal lengths indicated above is 
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Table 6. Collector Efficiencies 
for Varying Emissivity 

EmissivitI 115° 90° 70° 45° 

0.0 52.95 53.92 53.36 51.26 

0.1 50.12 51.47 50.94 48.46 

0.2 47 .57 49.33 48.94 46.24 

0.3 45.27 47 .45 47.20 44.40 

0.4 43.19 45.77 45.68 42.82 

0.5 41.31 44.28 44.33 41.43 

0.6 39.60 42.91 43.12 40.20 

0.7 38.04 41.67 42.02 39.10 

0.8 36.60 40.55 41.03 38.11 

0.9 35.30 39.52 40.11 37.18 

1.0 34.09 38.56 39.27 36.39 

substantiated at all emissivities. Furthermore, the data indicate that the 
performance of the collectors is not a strong function of the rim angle in 
the intermediate zone, i.e., small deviations from 90° do not precipitate 
large increases in thermal losses. Changes in the thermal performance are 
quite small so that other considerations, such as fabricability, may dictate 
rim angles smaller or larger than 90° provided that the departure from 90° 
is not extreme. Since recent laboratory measurements have shown that emis-
sivities on the receiver surface of 0.3 or less can be expected, the 90° rim-
angle receiver design is selected as the preferred configuration. 

Variation from Baseline Input 

In addition to meeting the primary objective of this study, i.e., to 
determine the effect of rim angle on receiver performance, the computer 
model which had been developed has been used to examine further the sensi-
tivity of the collector performance to variations in some of the design 
parameters. Some notable results have been obtained. 

Much has been made of the importance of improving the ratio of absorp-
tivity in the visible to emissivity in the infrared for receiver surfaces. 
If collector performance is equated with this ratio, lowering the emissivity 
becomes increasingly important as the emissivity approaches zero, giving very 
large values of the ratio. However, Figure 5 shows the effects of improving 
both the absorptivity and the emissivity independently rather than considered 
together as a ratio. These data, for the 90° rim angle receiver design and 
the baseline conditions except for absorptivity and emissivity, reveal that 
the improvement in collector performance for a unit decrease in emissivity 
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Figure 5. Effects of receiver absorptivity and 
emissivity on collector efficiency 

is not a strong function of emissivity, i.e., changing the emissivity from 
0.6 to 0.5 has approximately the same quantitative effect as changing from 
0.2 to 0.1. Furthermore, collector improvements by incrementally increasing 
absorptivity are more effective and probably much less difficult than corres-
ponding decreases in emissivity, e.g., a 0.05 increase in absorptivity achieves 
the same result as decreasing the emissivity by 0.20. These facts may be 
obscured by considering the data of Figure 5 in terms of the ratio of absorp-
tivity to emissivity only. In other words, any reference to the absorptivity-
to-emissivity ratio for a given surface should be related to the value of one 
or the other of the properties. 

To this point only the performance with maximum solar input has been 
discussed. The designs have been reexamined at lower insolation rates, and 
no qualitative difference from the data presented in Table 6 has been found. 
The quantitative effect for the 90° rim angle receiver at the baseli~e conditions 
is shown in Table 7. 

_Table 7. Collector Performance for Partial Solar Input 

Insolation Rate (Btu/hr-ft2) 

Efficiency (%) 

318 

47.45 

223 

41.85 

156 

33.93 

109 

22.61 

The 90° rim angle design with the baseline conditions was used to evaluate 
the effects of other parametric variations. Reducing the working fluid tem-
perature improved the efficiency of the collector, Fluid temperatures of 600°F, 
525°F, and 450°F yielded collector efficiencies of 47.45, 50.41, and 52.98, 
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respectively. In the range of primary interest, reducing the emissivity of 
the envelope silvering from 0.2 to 0.01 had a negligible impact. However, 
this reflective coating becomes more important as the emissivity of the re-
ceiver increases and for designs with smaller rim angles. The radiation sink 
temperature was changed from 77°F to -100°F and the insulation thickness was 
doubled. Neither of these variations had a significant effect upon the 
receiver performance. 

IV. Discussion 

The primary conclusion to be drawn from this study is that, for the con-
ditions described herein, the optimum rim angle is approximately 90°. The 
conclusion is stated in approximate terms because numerical techniques have 
been used which preclude the consideration of a continuum of rim angles. This 
is sufficient for present purposes, however, because the data indicate that 
receiver performance is not a strong function of rim angle in the vicinity 
of 90°. In the construction of solar collector systems, other considerations, 
such as fabricability, may override absolute thennal optimization. The fact 
that the optimum design is somewhat dependent upon the properties of the 
variou~ collector materials and surfaces also causes some uncertainty in the 
choice of an absolute optimum. For example, Table 6 shows that the optimum 
rim angle decreases as the receiver emissivity increases. At the present time, 
neither the materials nor their properties can be specified with precision. 

The thermal losses from receivers are functions of the receiver surface 
area so that, for symmetric receivers, better performance is given by designs 
which permit smaller receivers. By considering asynmetric designs, this study 
has shown that the addition of.thermal protective measures to the unilluminated 
portion of the envelope has the effect of offsetting, but not completely, the 
adverse effect of the larger receiver diameters required for smaller rim angles. 
Therefore a broader range of rim angles is available, within which collector 
performance is very near the maximum, than would be possible without the 
insulation and reflective coating. 

Because the size of the receiver is so important it may be worthwhile in 
future studies to investigate further optimization within the constraint of 
a 90° rim angle. For instance, the receiver sizes in this study were selected 
such that the reflected flux had a maximum angle of incidence of 60° on the 
receiver. Perhaps this criterion could be relaxed in favor of a smaller receiver. 

The computer program developed in this study has met the objective of 
determining the optimum rim angle for the conditions of interest. It will 
continue to be a useful tool as receiver designs are evaluated relative to 
other criteria and as experimental data from specific receivers are analyzed. 
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.AtnlDU 

The following is a listing of the program deck for the 90• rim 
angle case at the baseline condition• as submitted for the CDC-6600 
computer. The deck consists of control cards, Fortran subroutines 
to generate the tnput data for the CINDA ~alyaia and to give the 
results in a format designed apecifically for this study, and the 
data input cards for CINDA-3G, the generalized heat transfer code 
1n use at Sandia Laboratoriea. 

QFC,CM7700~,T3no, WH MCCULLOCH BLDG 836 BOX 204 
~CCO~NT,~46468443,,0154'3,G35on,Aonns,nt,RT,KUNC, 
AtTACH,DRELI~,CTNDA,rv • 1n. 
F TN, 
Q r:'WJ "In ,OUTPUT• 
COLL~rT,PROGRAM• PRFPRo,crNPRO,PR~LrB,FTNLIB, 
MAD,O~F. 
,:-:,~p~n. 
IINL~AO, ctNc»Pn. 
REW?NOeTAP~l3, _ 
r:'TN,T • TAPF.13,R•O,L•NnLr~T. 
lJPIILOAD,TADr:'1~, 
ATTJ~H,RANLT~,CtNn•.cv.,o. 
rOLLECTeLGO,RANLtB,FTNLtB, 
L«;O, 
CO~MENT, 
i=-xt T, 
C0"1"1!=:NT • 

*** 
*** 

CINDA JOB COMPLETED 

ABNORMAL TF.RMtNATlON 

*** 
*** 

C-tJBROUTINE CiFTI.IPP(R,CONMPV,AREC,AENVJ 
nrM~N~tON R(51,CONMPY(l71 
CONMPY ( l 1-a393*R ( 1 I 
roNMPYf2t•,7A'*(R(1)+,1,•tR(?J-R(l)))/(R(,1-Rr1,, 
CONMPY(3) • ,7e,•1Rc,,-.25•<R(21-R(l)))/(R(2)-R(1)) 
CONMPY(41•,7~'•r~r,1+,25*(R(3)-R(2)))/(R(~)-R(2)) 
CONMPvr,,-.,~5*(R(~J-.2,•(R(3J-R(2lll/(R(~I-R(2)) 
CONMPY(61•,7A5*(Rf'J+,2~*fR(41-R(3111/(R(41-R(311 
CONMPY (7111, 785* CR C 4 I-• 2.a;• CR C 41-R C3 I J J IC R < 4 l-R < '31 I 
CONMPY(Al • ,7A,*(R(4J+.2~•<RC~l-Rf4lll/CR<'l-R(4ll 
roNMPY(91•,7~5*(R(•1-.2,•rR(5)-R(4)J)/(R(~)-R(4)) 
r.oN~Y(lOl•'·no,.(Pt,1-R(lll/(R(,1+R(l)) 
rONMPY(lll•5,~~3*(R(3J-R(2ll/(R(3J+R(211 
roNMPY(ll)•'l,nQ1•(R(4)•R(1))/(R(4)+R(,)) 
CONMPYll31•'~0Q3•rRC5l•R(4J>ltRC41+RCiJJ 
cnNMPV(l4J • .,Q~*Q(4) 
CO,...PY ( 15 J • ,.191*" C 'I I 
co"•Vf16>•,7SF.-13*"<4l 
CONMPY C 17J •• 78E-13*R f 5 I 
AREC••'93•~<21 
AENV•.e.!93*!t Ul 
RFTUqN 
r:'NO 
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20 

CtfRROUT T NE PRNT0"' ( T, Xl(l, TTF:«;T ,VTF~ T, XK<n 
!'lTMF~t<;TQN T! 11 
f"A LL TOPI.IN 
PbTNT 20 

~n r:'QRMAT I c;x ,*<-FGMFNT. N1IMBER* ,9X ,*1 *, 1, X •*2*, 11 X ,*~*, l lX ,*4*, 1 lX, 
1*5*,11Xt*6*,11X,*7*,J1Vt*8*e/1 

PQJNT 21,!T!ll,I=6~,721 
21 F('IRMAT(c;X,*i,UTE'R <;tlRFACF *••'4X,F8e?l/l 

PRINT ?.2,!T!Il,T=?c;,321 
?? FORMAT(«;X,*IN~ULATTON *,8(4X,F8e2l/l 

PRTNT 23,(Tftl,T=57,64l 
2~ FORMAT(c;X,* JNTfRFACE *,A14X,FA.21/) 

PRYNT ,4,!T!Il,T=l~,241 
?4 FORMAT(c;X,*FNVFLOPF *,Al4X,FA.2l/l 

PRTNT 23,IT!Il,T=4Q,56l 
PPJNT ?5,fT!Yl,J=Q,161 

;:,i; FnRMAT !5X,*ANM1Jlllc: *,814X,F8e2l/l 
PPTNT 2~,CTCil,T=4l,481 
PRINT 26,(T(Il,T=l,81 

,~ FOPMAT(c;X,*RFCFIVFP *,AC4X,F8.2l/1 
PRINT 27,IT!Il,I=3~,40l 

27 FORMAT(5X,*TNNER ~URFACF *,AC4X,F8.2l//l 
Xl=M"•*XKQ/XK1 
v2-1nO.*TTF<;T/XKl 
•~-,nn.*VTFcT/XK1 
PP P,IT ?A, Xl(l 

2A FORMAT(5X,*HEAT INPUT TO RECF.IVER SURFACE• *,F8.4,* BTU/MIN*,//1 
PPTNT ;:>Q,T(7~1,T(741,Tf7'11 

~l'l FOR,.,,AT(5X,*FLUY0 TFMP~RATIJQE = ·*,FR.2,5X,*AM~TFNT TFMP = *, 
1F8e?,5Y,*RADIATTON <;JNK TEMP• 4,F8.2,5X,*FAHRFNHE'TT*,/I 

PRINT 30,XKQ,TTECTtVTF.~T,Xl,X2,X3 
FORMAT(5X,*HEAT TRANc;FER TO FLIIIO *,F~.4,5X,*CONVfCTION LOSS=*, 

1F~.4,5X,*RADIATION LOS~ • *,F8e4,5X,*BTU/MJN*,/,30X,*f*, 
?F7e2,*l*,??X,*1*,F7e?,*1*,?6X,*!*,F7e?,*1*,4X,*PFRCFNT*I 

PFTUPN 
c-1,m 
~, tRPnur r ""~ TOPL r ~• 
cn~MnN /FTXCON/ N(l\1 ). 
COMMON ./TITLE/ H(60l 

DATA ~/0/ 
Ml?8l = 7 
"' f ?QI • "' I ,g l + 1 
TF(K.NF.O) (,Q TO 50 
V = l 
CALL HOROLOri(IT,TYT,DT[l 

l\!"l CONTTNUF 
WRJTF(6,1nn1 DTF,N(2Q),H 
FOR~AT(JH0,/,6H nATF ,Aln,~x. 

~FC"ALL 

11?.HCJNDA-~G (CANDIA LARORATORIF.,; CDC 66nn VfR5TON) 
41"1HNll~ERTf"AI r.JFFFPFNCJN(, ANALV7FR - Fl122R,5X, 

4HP~GF,I7,//5X,21"1A6/5~t20A6/5X,2nA6/) 

3THERMAL LPr~ 
BCD 9A~VMMFTRIC RECEIVER ANALv<;IS-INTFR~EDIATf FOCAL LENGTH 
FNO 
~Cl) 3NODF 1'ATA 

, 



RFM RFCEtVFR NODE~ 
r,F.N 1,e,1,n.n,1.,1.,1.,1. 
REM AIR GAP MO.DES ------- ---
r,EN 9,A,1,n.n,1,jt,,1.,1 •. 
RFM F.NVF.L~PE Noo,~ 
r,F~ 17,e,1,n.n~1.,1.,1.,1. 
RE~ IN~ULATION NODE~ 
GEN 2,,8,1,0,0,1,,1.,1,,1, 
PFM INTERFACIAL NODES 
r,~N ,,,4n,1,n.n,1.,1.,1.,-1. 
RFM FLUID AND AMAtFNT AIR 

-73,n,n,n.n,-74,n.n.n.n 
REM RADtATJON ~INK NODE -1, ,n,n ,n.n 
E'NO 
ACn 3CONDUr.TOR OATA 
PFM RADTAL CONDUCTOPS 
r,EN 1,8,t,,3,1,1,1,1,tle,1,,le 
~FN 9,8,1,1,1.,41•1•1•,l•tle,le 

. r,FN 17,@,1,41,1,Q,J,l,,1,,1,tl, 
r,FN 2!5,8,1,9,1,49,1,1,,lat.-1,,1. 
r,F~ 33,8,1,49,1,17,1,1,,1.,1,,1, 
r,EN 41,8,1,17,1,57,1,1,,1,,1.,1, 
r,EN 40,8,1,,7,1,2,,1,1,,1.,1,,le 
GFN ,1,8,1,2!5,1,6,,1,1,,J,,1,,le 
RFM CtRCUMF~~~NTIJL. CO"ID!ICTOR~ 
Ge'.N 6,, 7, 1 e 1 • 1, 2, 1, 1,, I u.l., t.-le 
r,~N 1,,-,,1,9,t,in,1,1,,1,,1,,1, 
GFN ~0,7,1,17,1,lRel,1,,1,,1,,1, 
r,FN @7,7,l,?5,l,2~,1,n,,1,,1,,1,· 
O~M RADIAL CONDUCTORS TO FLUtn~ 
f,FN 94,~,1,3,,1,7~,~,1.,1,,1,,1, 
GFN 102,8,1,65,1,74,n,1,,1,,1,,l, 
REM RAOJATJON CONOUCTOR~ 
~EN -2,,,~,1,65,1,75,0,1,,1,~l,,1, 
n,n 
AC~ !CONSTANT~ DATA 

NLOOP,onnn,AALENG,.n6,LAXFAC,5n 
1,0.,2,0.,,.n.,4,o.,,,n.,6,n.,7,o.,e,n.,9,o, 

nm 
ecr, !ARRAY DATA 

1 SCONCENTRJC R4DII OF MATFRIALSCtN) 
,7718,,8!43,la084!,la209!,l,70931END S90 CASE , 
2 SCONVECTION COEFFICIENTS, FLUID ANO AMBIENTrBTU/IN**2-MIN-F) 
l a9E•.2 ,3 a.98 E-4 t EftD 
3 SNO, ~EGMENT~ FOR ~ILVERING AND IN~ULATION 

2t2,1,EN0 
• scnNDUCTJVITY OF RF.CFIVF~CATU/MtN-tN-F) 
32,,,n368,212.,.0361,~72,,.o,47,9!2,,.n3n6,~No 
5 SCONOU(TIVTTY OF AIR 
O,,la85E-5,1no •• 2.14E~5,3n~ •• 2.6BE-5t6nn.,3.47E-5,END 
6 SC~NDUCTTVfTY OF ~NVFLOPE 
0,,6,25E-4,6nn.,6,2,E-4tENn 
7 ·scONDUC'T rvt TY OF JN~Ut.ATION 
o.,1.neE•5,6nn •• 1.nsF-5,F.ND 
8 SRHO-CP FOR R~CEIVER(BTU/IN**!-F) 
0.,.o,12.,no.,.n!12,END 
9 S~HO-CP FOR AIR 
o,,q,86E-6,6"n.,9.86E-6,END 
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10 $RHO-~P FOR ENVELOPF 
n.,.n101,~no.,.n1~1,END 
11 $RHO-CP FOR INSULATION 
••• nn,16,6~0.,.00316,FND 

12 !fMISSTVlTY. OF ~ECETVFR vs TFMPERATURF(F) 
0.,.,,600.,.,,r~o 
13 !EMISSIVITY OF ~tLVERING 
o.,.2~600.,.2,END 
14 SEMIC:.SIVITY . .OF ENVELOPE VS TEMPERATURF (Fl 
o.,.9,6nn.,.9,END 
15 SINPUT TO SEGMENTS OF RECEIVERIBTU/MINIIFROM TOP DOWN! 
o.,.02346,.n926~,.185,.2~1,.231,.211,.231,FND 
16 SCONDUCTJON MULTIPLIER~ FROM SETUP 
SPACF,17,F.NI") 
17 SINI.TlAL TEMPERAT.U.R£ ... E'OR. .. COLJ..ECTOR AND FLUID, AMBIENT, 

REM RADTATION SINK TEMPERATUREc;(FI 

nu, 

10.o,6on,,11.,77..,END. 
18 SEMISC:TVTTY OF TNStJLATTON «;URFACF VS TEMPFRATURF(FI 
o. u2-,600., .2 ,.E.N.O 
30 STFMPERATU~E-0 ARRAY (RADIOSITV NFTWORKJ 
SPACE,16,END 
31 SARFA ARRAY CRADIOSITY NETWORK) 
SPACE,16,f:NI") 
32 SFMTSSTVJTY ARRAY (RADTO~ITY NF.TWORKI 
SPACF,16,F.NO 
n SARFA*C:.HAPF FAt'"TORC:. FOR FI\ICLOSlJRI=' 
SPACE,138,END 

RCD 3FXECUTTON 
I=' DtMFNSTON Xf~~Ol 
F ~•OIM .. ,nn 
F NTH • n 

SETUPPtA1+1,Al6+1,RTEST,STESrJ 
RFM INPUT TEMPFPATURFC:. 

STFSQ~IA17+J,72,Tll 
SCALFf1.,Al7+?,T73,A17+,,T74,Al7+4,T7~l 

F LTEST•O 
C!NDSR 

FND 
8CI" 3VARtiRLFS 1 
RF~ SET CONDUCTANCE VALUFC:. FOR CONNECTQPc:. 

GFNCGCl8,1,T33,1,T!,1,A4,Al6+2,Gll 
GENCGCf8,1,Tltl,T41,1,A4,Al6+3,G9J 
GENCAC!8,1,T41,1,Tq,J,A~,Al6+4,G17J 
GENCGC!8,1,T9,1,T49,l,A5,A16+5,G25l 
GFNCGCfA,1,T4Q,1,T17,1,A6,Al6+6,G13l 
GFNCGCf8,1,T17,1,T57,1,A6,Al6+7,G4ll 
STF~FP!A3+?,!TF~Tl 

JFfTTE~T .LF. 0) r.c TO 21 
G1='NCG((A3+?,1,T57,1,T25,1,A7,A16+8,G4QJ 
G~NCGCIA3+2,l,T25,1,T65,1,A7,Al6+Q,G57l 

F 21 (ONTTNUE 
GENCGC!7,l,T1,1,T2,J,A4,~16+1n,G6~! 
r.~NCGCC7,J,TQ,l,T1n,J,A5,Al6+11,G7,l 
GFNCGC!7,1,T1 7 ,1,T18,1,A6,Al6+12,G~n1 
C:.TFSFPfA3+~,JTF~Tl 

F JFCJTEC:.T eLE. 01 GO TO 22 
GENCGCfA3+~,l,T25,1,T26,l,A7,Al6+13,GA7! 

F ?'? 1""0NTYNUE' 



--~~-~ .... , . .-.., ....... ' '"'" ""' !tT·,-.-~f!' -- VALU'fli'S -~OR t'ONV,-(',-y ON' CONNFCTOR 5 

' ---~-• ....... , .......... . 

... , .I.,.•·•.•···.,_.·-~,...,.,~, • 

MLTPLYIA16+1,A2+1,G~41 .. u,oocu.,-,, _________ _:_ ________ _ 
MLTPLVfA16+14,A2+2,Gtn21 
STF!;FCH GlOl ,_., 
MLTPLYfA16 • t,,A2+2~Gtn21 
5TFSEQ(Gln2,A3+2J 

~EM VALUES FOR PAnJATIO~-TO•SINK CON~ECTO~S 
01011MtB,T65,A14,Al6+16aG?35) 
o,01tM(A3+?.,T6,,A18,A16+17,n23,, 

REM BUILD ARRAY~ FOR RADIO!ITY NETWORK SOLUTION 
5TFSO~ro.,1~e.,,,.1, -
~TFS0!fATE~T,8,A31+1) 
~TFS0Sf~TF5T,~,A31 •~, 
STFSEPU6,A33+ll ... 
STFSEPf,1QAF-t2,A3, • 2J 

.SCALEtRTE~T,,,5,A33+11tt34,A33+12,,11,A33+1,, 
S~AL~fRT!~T,,34,A33+26,,32,A33+27,,2,,A33~28,,11,A33+29l 
!CALE tR'tE~T ,.11,03+4", ,23,A3!+41, ,32 ,A33+42 ,.23 ,A33+43 
,11,A~1'+44, 

.. .SCilE.t.RT.EST ull ,A33+54 .. 23.,A33+55,.321A33+56 ,.23 ,A33+57 
• 11 ,A31+11J8, 
SCAL!t~T!ST,,11,A33+67,,21,A33+6B,,32,A33+69,,23,A33+7.0 
,U.A3°'+7t 1 
SCA~!fRTE~T,,11,A3, • 79,,21,A33+80,,37,A33+A1,,23,A33+82 
• 11 t l ~~+81' 1 
SCALE f RTEST.u 11 ,A33+90 u 23 ,A33+91u121A33+92 1, 34 ,A33+93) 
SCALE(RT~~T,,11,A33+tn~,.~4,A33+1nt,,IIJ~,A13+1n2, 
0tDG1Tf8tT41,A12,A12+1, . 
OtnGtifB,T49,Al4,A32+9, 

. STFS£PrA3+1,KTf~TJ 
TF fKTFST ,LE,~, ~OTO 23 

D1DG1l<A3+1,T49,A131l32+9J 
11 rnNTTNUe' 

5HFTVf16,T41,A!O+l, 
RtM ~AntOSTTY NFTWORK SOLUTION 

TPRADF(A31,A32,A33,A!OJ 
~HFTVf16,A3~+1,041t 

··"!M. ADD H!AT. INPU~~l0 .. R!.CE.Ut!R SURFACE 
ADDAltYU, A 1 IJ+1 ,OU 1041 J 

'!'N.0 
eet, 1VARUl3LES 2' 
END ... 
8ct, IOUT'UT CALlS 

. .F. _ 1£ .. U..tllL....U...,.01--GQ_to._t.1. 

. .. ... , .•. , ... ' 

· ~TnfT61J,T'P-.1GtOttll J 
Q!!l!TfttfT66,T"74tG10,,K2J 
0M!T!ltf~67,T74eG1n4,K11 
OM!TltttT61,T74,GlO,,K,_1 
014!Tl•tT6•,T74,r.106,K'J 

. QME!!ll f 70_. f.? .• aGUl7 1K6 J 
QM!~ttfT71,T'P4t~ln8,K71 
OMET!•tT72,T'741Gln•1K8J 
!U9Utt'"8 ,tct t TT!t;T) 
ROTNQ5f'T71J I T6,iG2!5 ,Kl) 
RDTN05tT7,,T66,G236eK2) 
RDl'fflll.tT71J• T61,.G.237 ,Kl J 
"D1NQS rT7', T6A ,G2,,J, K4 l 
"D1NOSfT75,T6•1G2,9,K'1 
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PDTNO~tT7~,T7n,r,z4n • K6t 
~nTNO~(T7~,T71,G2:1;~7) 
RDTNQ$.U7 1S. T7 i ,G2 8 > 
c;uMARYf8,IC1 ,VTF~T> 
QMFTER(T~~.T7~,Gq4,Klt 
OMtTFRtT,4,T7~,r,Q~,K'-) 
QMETER!T~5,T7~,Gq6,K'> 
OMF.TER(T36,T7~,G97,K41 

" QMETEA.tUl.,.T7~ ,Gq8 ,K5 I 
O~FTER!T~8,T7~,GqQ,K61 
QMFTERIJ3q,r7q,G10"•K71 
QMETERtT4n,T7~,G1n1,Ket 
SUMARY!B,IC.ltlCql 
5tJM.RYtB,A15+-1 ,Kl l 
PRNTO~CT1,Kl,TTEST,VTEST,K9) 

I=' LTF~T•"I 
I=' (i/1 T,, 42 
I=' 41 L T~~T•1 
s:- 42 CONTINUE 

i:-~,r., 
RCO 3END OF DATA 
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